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Q.~!!!Oli 

By Petition No. 15 california Dump Truck Owners Associa
tion (CDTOA) seeks establishment of production areas, delivery 
zones, minimum zone rates, and rules for transportation of rock, 
sand, and gravel by dump truck carriers within portions of Santa 
Barbara,l! San Luis Obispo, and Monterey counties. Under Peei~ion 
No. 15 zone rates for rock, sand, and gravel ultimately would 
replace distance tonnage and hourly rates in Min~um Rate Tariff 
7-A (MRT 7-A) which now govern the transportation involved.£1 

Public: hearing was held at Santa Mar1a~/ on August S, 
1976 before Exam.iner Norman Raley. The phase of the proceeding 

11 Minimum zone rates for transportation of rock, sand, and gravel 
heretofore have been established in Minimum Rate Tariff l7-A 
(MR.T l7-A) from certain production areas in Los Angeles, River
Side, and Ventura counties, to delivery zones in Santa Barbara 
COlmty (including much of the city of Santa. Barbara) northwest 
as far as Refugio Beach (Delivery Zone 42035). Production 
areas and delivery ZOnes have been established in the populous 
portions of southern California from the U.S.-Mexico border 
n~Jbwesterly to Santa Barbara County Delivery Zone 42035. They 
are described in Southern california Production Area and Delivery 
Zone Directory 1 (Directory 1). 

!I Petition No. 15, case No. 9819 was filed to replace Petition No. 
210, Case No. 5437, filed July 14, 1971, which contained the 
same requests. Petition No. 210 was dismissed by Decision 
No. 84424 (1975) only for the reason that most zone matters had 
been deleted from case No. 5437 and initiated in Cases Nos. 9819 
and 9820. 

21 A prehearing c:onference was conducted in Petition No. 210, case 
No. 5437 at Santa Maria on July 21, 1973, by Examiner John Mallory. 
At the conference were representatives of carriers, certain pro
d'UCers > and Commiss ion staff. A number of m.a tters pertaining to 
plans and procedures for development of production areas, deli
very zones, costs, and zone rates and rules were agreed upon by 
those present. 
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relating to descriptions of production areas and delivery zones was 
submitted. All other matters, including traverse studies, cost 
studies, terminal end studies, zone rates, etc., were continued. 
Petition No. 15 was supported by Associated Independent Owner 
O~erators, Inc. (AIOO). It was opposed by two shippers (producers), 
E. H. Haskell Co. and Alamo Rock. 

Counsel for CDTOA explained the position of his organi
zation. CDTOA believes that all of the commercial production 
facilities of rock, sand, and gravel which serve the areas involved 
should be included in production areas and be subject to zone 
rates .il It is the position of that organization that the marketing 
area involved should not be subject in part to zone rates for rock, 
sand~ and gravel, and in part to distance tonnage and hourly rates 
for the same commodities. CDTOA requests that the Commission either 
grant the petition in whole or deny it. Counsel stated that AIOO e supports this position. He explained that shortly before the hear
ing he became aware that some producers do not agree that there is 
need for the establishment of zone rates from all production 
sources of rock, sand, and g:-avel in the area. 

Counsel for CDIOA explained. that after production areas 
and delivery zones are described, it is planned to run time and ' 

distance traverses, make tie-ins, develop cost studies, determine 
tariff rules, and propose zone rates which will result from the 
costs and other data. He contended that these processes are time
consuming and costly and that it is almost necessary that the 
points of origin and descriptions of production ar~ and delivery 

---------_ . ......--.-_._._----,- -----.----..~-------------
':,.1 CD'XOA does not propose at this time zone rates for decomposed 

granite or asphaltic concrete in the counties involved. 
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zones be firmed up to the maxfmum possible extent before proceeding 
furtner.. He also contended that it would be impractical to incur 
the additional time and expense required for all of these processes 
without first dete'rmining whether zone rates will be established 
exclusively in the area for transportation of roek, sand~ and 
gravel. He explained that for these reasons his association is 
proposing only production areas and delivery zones in this phase of 
Petition 15. and that the other rate proced9%'es Will be dealt with 
later if it is decided that zone rates should be established. 
Evidence of Petitioner 

Counsel for CDTOA testified as consultant for that organ
ization. He stated that following the prehearing conference in 
Petition 210 in case No. 5437 (Footnote 3 ~ above) he called a 
meeting of 311 parties believed to be interested. Carrier and 
shipper association representatives and a member of the Commission 
staff attended and were invitee to cooperate in the devel~nt of 
proposed production areas and delivery zones.. He said a committee 
worked diligently in developing the necessary descriptions and draw
ing outlines of zones on maps.. Proposed zone descriptions developed 
by the committee were rechecked in the field by members of the 
CommiSSion staff. Final descriptive language was prepared and 
furnished by the staff. On the southeast the proposed zones t;ie 
into the present zones at Refugio Beach and in the city of Santa 
Barbara. The proposed zones extend north to Camp Roberts in 

Monterey County. The consultant stated that all of the producers 
in the area had been solicited for cocn:nents, and to the best of hi.s . 
knowledge bad received copies of the propo&ed 'production area and 
delivery zone descriptions. 
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The witness introduced Exhibits l-A and l-B which are 
maps outlining proposed production areas and delivery zones 1n 
Sante Barbara and San Luis Obispo counties, respectively. He also 
introduced Exhibit 2 which contains metes and bounds descriptions 
of fhe proposed production areas and delivery zones, including 
delivery zones in southern Monterey County. Altogether there are 
11 production areas and 394 delivery zones. The zone numbering 

is the same as currently used in MRT l7-A and Directory 1. Under 
that numbering system the first two digits designate the county 
in which the zone is located, and the last three digits the 
number of the zone within the county. 

The witness explained that Vandenberg Air Force Base was 
not zoned for several reasons. First, it covers a large area where 
it is difficult to find boundaries and to run traverses. It was 
determined that zone rates should be proposed to the entrances and 

~ rate additives in cents per ton established for deliveries within 
the base itself. It is anticipated that there would be many 
delivery points and various. lengths of haul within the base. It 
also is anticipated that points of entry into the base may change 
depending upon the size af the job and location, and that these 
factors are impossible to predetermine. In addition, there would 
be problems in determ~1ng equitable entry times into the base. 
The witness explained that in areas covered by existing zone rate 
tariffs the zone rate additive applies within a lO-mile radius 
of the last zone passed through. 

The CDTOA consultant testified concerning methods and 
procedures employed in developing the proposed production areas 
and delivery zones. !'hey are similar to those published in 

Directory 1 (southern Californ~) and Directory 2 (San Francisco 
Bay Area). He explained that some of the proposed production area. 
descriptions encompass only one production facility, whereas others 
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encompass two or more. When the.e is only one plant or facility 
in a proeuet1on area the point of origin for purposes of traver

sing is 'USually the producer's scale. However, when there is more 
th~M one plant or production facility within a single production 
area it is neeessary to determine a common point of origin for 
~urposes of traversing. Proposed delivery zones generally are not 
larger than two miles by two miles, or four square miles in area. 

This is so there will not be too great a spread in rates developed 
between them. St=ip zones were developed along highways in canyon 
areae and in other =elat1vely underdeveloped areas. They are 

about two miles long and extend about one-fourth to one-half mile 
on either side of the highway.. The consultant explained that 

after delivery zones are established it will be necessary to 
determine average ~oints of destination within them. It also will 
be necessary to d~evelop entry times into eac~ zone from the tra. 
verse network. . 

The witness explatced the proposed rate development 
procedures. He stated taat the next step in following adoption of 
production area ar.cl de~ive=y Zone boundaries will be t~e running 
of traverses. These are series of times and distances obtained 
between ~arious intersections 0= designated points on main high

ways within the zone system. The times are obtained by running 
loaded tr\!cks in one directio:l and empty trucks in the other. It 
is proposed to have the t=averses run with five-axle units of 
equipment of approximately 300 horsepower capable of carrying 25 
to 26 tons. He said it would be the responsibility of the observer 
riding the truck to insure that the truck operates efficiently and 
at maximum legal speeds consistent with traffic and highway con
ditions. In some cases where there is eraff1c congestion multiple 
runs are proposed to be made at various times of clay in order to 
obtain an average. 
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The consultant explained that field studies will be made to 
determine the terminal end time which is involved in the actual 
loading and unloading operations throughout the area under con
sideration. Among five-axle trucks there 1s a substantial difference 
in terminal end time between transfer type and botto~ dump vehicles 
because it takes substantially longer to dump the transfer type of 
unit. It is proposed to utilize the bottom dump vehicle as the 
most efficient vehicle (ratemaking unit). This 15 the procedure 
used in San Diego County (the most recent part of MRT 17-A) and in 

the San Francisco Bay Area (MItT 20). The witness stated that 

there are different types of loading and unloading facilities 'i1th

in plants within the area involved. Some have automatic scales and 
expedited loading processes, where others do not. Under these 
circumstances, terminal end time in the particular geographical 
region involved would be determined as an average of conditions e withb the region'. 

The consultant explained that rate formulae include 
running costs (fuel, maintenance, operation, tires, and 011) as a 
cost per mile, and other costs (wages, fixed costs, overhead, annual 
cos t of taxes 1 insurance, and 1 icenses) as hourly cos ts • The cos ts 

are allocated proportionately to the times and distances determined 
by the traverses. To these eosts are added costs for terminal end 
time. It 18 proposed to use a profit factor of eight: percent 
which has bten utilized in connection with zone rates in MRT 17-A 
and MR! 20, and with distance oonnage, and hourly rates in MRT 7-A. 
The zone Tates are developed by computer programs which apply the 
rate fo~e to all routes from a production area to a delivery 
zone and ~lect ~e lowest rate calculated as the minimum rate 

(lease co~t method). 
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The CDTOA consultant contended that zone rates are pre
ferable to the distance tonnage and hourly rates now applicable 
in the three-county area involved in this proceeding. It was 
ex~lained that zone rates for :ock, sand, and ~avel are far 
simpler to ap~ly because ~nere are no distance factors or time 
factors to compute.~1 Disputes assertedly arise from rate dif
ferences that result from computing the underlying factors, 
particularly time factors. The witness explained that zone rates 
~re more ?reeise 1n that they more accurately reflect the exact 
cost of a haul between a production area and a delivery zone. 
Distance tonnage and hourly rates in MRT 7-A apply to large 
regions of california and therefore reflect averages of conditions 
throughout the State. Those rates do not necessarily reflect the 
lo~est eost of transportation in the immediate economic area unde~ 
considerat~on. The proposed change from distance tonr~ge and 
hou=ly rates in MRT 7-A to zone rates would cause increases and 
reductions in individual rates. The witness was of the op:J.nion 
that ove=all revenue would be the same or slightly less under 
zone rates because it would reflect only the transportation of 
rock, sand, and gravel by the most efficient means in the par
ticular area L~volved. 

The consuleant asserted that zone rates tend to 
eliminate rate violations. He said for-hire dump truck carriers 
operating under distance tonnage and hourly rates in MRT 7-A have 
enco'untered rate conversion in the area. The witness explained 

that rate conversion occurs when a shipper ostensibly uses hourly 

il Tl,e rule fo= computation of distances and the rule for appli
cation of hourly ra~es are contained in Items 150 and 360 of 
MRT 7-A respectively. 
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rates, bu~ in fact has predetermined a tonnage rate (less than 
. minimum) and makes the hours fit the revenue :from. the predetermined 
tonnage rate. It has been the experience of CDTOA in other areas 
that shipp.ers and carriers engage in rate conversion, particularly' 
00. the la~ger jobs. 

Petitioner called two dump truck carriers who are 
engaged in the ~ansportation of rock, sand, and gravel in the 
area involved. Both carriers support the ,""stablishment of zone 
rates to apply in lieu of the present distance tonnage and hourly 
rates. One instance of rate conversion in the area was cited where 
there had been a significant discrepancy between the hourly rate 
revenue and the revenue actually received for transportation under 
a. distance tonnage rate that was not correct. Only after the 
carrier made an issue of the matter were the correct charges paid. 
The carriers contended that zone rates take the unknown out of e dump truck operations since both carriers and shippers know in 
advance What it is going to cost for a particular haul, re~rdless 
of the carrier involved or the type of equipment operated.-' It 
was asserted that when transportation is performed on a zone basis 
there is a tendency for truckers to update equip~ent and to operate 
more efficiently. It was stated that a newer piece of equipment 
usually will carry more tons in the same amount of time. It was 

21 Under provisions of MRT 7-A different distance tonnage rates and 
different hourly rates can be applicable to different types and 
sizes of dump truck equipment Furthermore, different routes 
of movement,'in the case of distance tonnage rates, or different 
times in transit in the case of hO\1rly rates, can cause dif
ferences in transportation charges between the same points by 
different ca.rriers using Similar equipment. 
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claimed that zone rates provide an ineentive to truckers to run 
their equipment somewhat faster; to carry more payload; and to try 

and pick up an extra load at the end of the day, all of which adds 
more revenue. One carrier testified that under zone rates current
ly in effect in the Ventu=a area he utilizes underlying car~iers 
with varying types of trucks on the same job. He stated that a 
mix of different types of trucks at the same zone ra.te permits a 
carrier to serve a shipper who otherwise might have d1ff1culty in 
securing transportation. 

Petitioner called representatives of two producers of 
rock, sand, and ~avel in the area i:lvolved. Both of these shippers 
support the establishment of zone rates as the most fa1r and pre
cise rates for the transportation of rock, sand, and gravel. It 
was the testimony of these two witnesses ~;at zone rates make ac
counting Simpler and otherwise are more prefer.able than distance e tonnage or hourly rates. They asse~ted that distance tonnage 
or hourly rates require policing or checking so that the eustomer 
will not be receiving one price one time and a different price 
another time. They confirmed that under hourly rates two dif
ferent carriers will assess different charges for essentially the 
same transportation. They asse=ted that ZOne rates obviate the 
necessity for being selective among the trucks that are hired, 
which was stated to be a substaQtial problem today. In some cases 
contractors desire fixed prices for delivery including transpor
tation. It was explained that this is one of the =casons t:"ans
portation cbarges a~e converted from an hourly rate basis to a 
fictitious tonnage rate basis. The producer representatives said 
they would not desire to have one or two producers on zone rates 
and the others on distance tonnage or hourly rates. One of them 
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ha.s a. plant in Ventura County which currently is subject to zone 
rates. He stated that if zone rates are established in the Santa 
Maria area the company would have no reason to acquire more of its 
own trucks. 
Other Evidence 

Evidence wa$ presented by representatives of the two 
prooucers who opposed l~etit1on No. 15. It: was the position of these 
witnesses that their cCltnpanies experience comparatively efficient 
load1og and unloading operations for trucks, and that this advant
age will be lost if zone rates are established based on averages 
of conditions in the area. It was asserted that under zone rates, 
trucks will always have to stop to weigh which is not now required 
on some state highway projects. It was contended that the neces
sity to obtain scale weights at the plants will inerease terminal 

tt end time for ratemaking purposes over that now being experienced. 
It also was contended that carriers tend to furnish better truCks 

and to haul more tons per ho\l%' at hourly rates than at tonnage 
rates. One of these witnesses admitted on cross-examination that 
his company does double check some truck weights at the scale in 

the plant to insure that loads do aot exceed the legal weight limi.t. 
He also agreed that it is the responsibility of the carrier to 
make certain that his vehicle is not overloaded. 
Discussion 

The record indicates that zone rates have certain advan
tages as compared to distance tonnage or hourly rates for transporta
tion of rock, sand, and gravel from production sources in the 
geographic area involved herein.. Zone rates generally are advanta

geous because they are t:lOre definite and certain to apply. Zone 
rates incorporate the elements of dista.nce and time; the user of the 
tariff, therefore, does not need to determine either of these factors 
before finding the correct ~one rate. ThLq contrasts eo distance 
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e tonnage rates where the user of the tariff must first determine dis

tance via route of movement between origi:c. and destination, or in 
the case of hourly rates, the time involved compured in accordance 
with established tariff provisions for application of hourly rates. 
Zone rates eliminate practices such as adverse selection of distance 
tonnage and hourly rates, and rate conversion, and they arc! 
easier to enfcrce. Zone rates encourage a high l~~el of carrier 

proOucotivity. ZC:le r,;::::es give effect to differences :L."1 
geog~a?bical ~ocations of individual producers. 

However, it would appear from the record of these proceed
ings thus far that zone rates should be established from each of the 
proauction areas ~scribed in Exhibit 2. Within the single market
ing area im.-ol,,·ed it woule not be reasonable to h...ove z;one r::!tes in 

effect from so=e production sources, and distance tonn~ge and hourly 
rates in effect from the others. tntimately, the c~..angeover to 
zone rates prcbably would produce a general r~~enue reo~tion because 
cos~s would reflect the ~e of only the most efficient vehicle (=ive
axle bottom ~'r..r:p tre:·L~), and otherwise 'Would more ~ccurately ref:!.ect 
the actual costs 0: hauls from production areas to delivery zones. 

The descriptions of production areas and delivery zones in 
Exhibit 2 shculd be established at this time as the basis for studies 
leading to p~o~~ls fo= zone rates for dump truck tra.~sport~tion of 
rock. oand) ~l"l.o. er".v~l in the three-county area involved. 
Findings 

1. In Petition No. 15, Case No. 98l9~ CnTCI:. seeks ~st.:iblisbment 
of production are.:::.s, delivery zones. and zone rates and rules to 
apply to dump true!< transportation of rock" s.:.nc,. and gravel in 

portions of Santa. Barbara", San l.uis Obispo. and Monterey Coalties. 
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2. Zone rates identified in Finding 1 would apply from 
production areas to delivery zones and, where applicable, would re
place distance tonnage and hourly rates contained in MRT 7-A. 

3. The instant phase of th!.s proceeding is limited (1) to 
the question of whether zone rates should be established from all 
of the production areas identified in Exhibit 2,or whethe: 
Petition No. 15 should be denied; and (2) if zone rates are to be 

established, the reasonableness of the production areas and 
delivery zones described in Exhibit 2. 

4. Zone rates for transportation of roek, sand, and gravel 
in the area involved would be generally more 9=ecise from a cost 
standpoint than distance tonnage or hourly rates. 

5. Zone rates for the transportation involved would be 
simpler and more certain for the tariff user to apply than distance 
tonnage or hourly rates. 

e 6. Zone rates for the transportation involved would sub
stantially eliminate questions concerning determination of correct 
trans?Qrtation charges from origins to destinations. 

7. Zone rates generally are easier to enforce than distance 
tonnage or hourly rates. 

8. Zone rates encourage a qigh level of carrier producti-
vity. 

9. To establish zone rates from some of the proposed 
production areas, but not all of them, would create in the marketing 
area involved an inharmonious rate structure resulting in unreason
able discriminations between shippers and between receivers. 

10. Petitioner has justified the need for zone ra.tes from all 
of the production areas described in Exhibit 2. 
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11. The descriptions of the production areas and deliveljr 
zones in Exhibit 2 provide a reasonab!e basis for the development of 
time and distance traverses, costs, zone rates and rules, and 
related matters in further phases of this p~oceediJ.'lg. 

12. !he procedures of the Commission provided for reasonable 
opportunity for participation by all interested persons or their 
rep=esentatives. Copies of the petitions and notices of hearing 
were sent to known carrier and shipper organizations and to the 
State of california Departtnent of T::'an.c;portation. 
Conclusions 

1. The phase of Petition No. 15 in Case No. 9819 relative 
to establishment of production areas and delivery zones should be 
granted. 

2. Further phases of this proceeding, which have been 
continued, should relate to development of time and distance e traverses, terminal end time, costs, zone rates and rules, and 
related matters, from each of the production areas set fo~th in 
Exhibit 2. 

3. There is no need to reproduce herein the descriptions 
of production areas and delivery zones set forth in Exhibit 2. 
Pub11~tion of the descriptions may be accomplished in conjunction 
with further phases of this proceeding. 

ORD~!. 

IT IS CRDERE'O that: 

1. The system o,f production areas and delivery zones 
(also, the numbering of the delivery zones) which the california 
Dunp Truck Owners AssociAtion has proposed in connection with 
Petition No. 15 in case No. 9819, and which is set forth in 
Exhibit 2 in this proceeding, is hereby established as a reasonable 
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basis for the development and establishment of zone rates in further 
phases of Petition No. 15, in Case No. 9819, for the transportation 
of rock, sand, and gravel by dump truck ca.rriers within Santa 

Barbara, San Luis Obispo, and Monterey counties. 
2. Further phases of this proceeding will relate to develop· 

ment of time and distance traverses, terminal end times, costs, 
zone rates and rules, and related matters from each of the pro
duction areas identified in Exhibit 2. 

The effective date of this order shall be twenty days 
after the date hereof. 

<!'~ - Fra.nci:300 Dated at ,;)QU. , C:lliforn1a, this ~/f'" ------------------day of ---_ ..... II~IN ..... E ___ , 1977. 

commiSSioners 

Co~icciocor RObert Batinov1c~. being 
nece~~ar!ly absont. did not part1c1pato 
in the disposition ot ~s proceed1cg. 
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